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Abstract. In this paper, we present the modelling of a domain of argumentation-based negotiation with scarce resources so that Hierarchical
Task Network planning can be used for finding appropriate strategies for
the negotiating agents. In our modelling, the agents justify their positions
on interactions throughout the course of a negotiation episode, and such
justifications are taken into account in future interactions. This approach
allows the agents to plan the outcome of a negotiation and use this
information in their favour. Our method, further, selects the best plan
among those found by the HTN planner, based on the plan costs. This
allows the agents to choose the best reachable plan in order to reach the
desired outcome.
Keywords: HTN Planning, Argumentation-based Negotiation, MultiAgent Systems
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Introduction

Argumentation can be divided into two main lines of research in the multi-agent
community [1]: (i) argumentation focused on reasoning (nonmonotonic reasoning) over incomplete, conflicting, or uncertain information, where arguments for
and against certain conclusions (beliefs, goals, etc.) are constructed and compared; and (ii) argumentation focused on communication/interaction between
agents allowing the exchange of arguments that justify a stance and provide
reasons to defend previous claims.
Negotiation is one of the key techniques for multi-agent systems where there
is interaction between self-interested agents [2]. The second line of research cited
above includes argumentation-based negotiation which is an approach for negotiation that has been much investigated in the last few years because of its potential for making the negotiation process more efficient than other approaches,
such as game-theoretic and heuristic-based approaches [1]. Argumentation-based
negotiation allows us to include additional information (that are typically unavailable in other approaches [2]) within the negotiation exchanges, for example,
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allowing participants to justify their negotiation stance or to influence another
agent’s negotiation stance [3, 4]. Such additional information makes the negotiation richer and potentially leading to outcomes that the others approaches could
not achieve.
Despite argumentation-based negotiation being claimed in the literature as
the most efficient approach to negotiation, practical work is scarce. The first
practical approaches to appear (e.g., [5]) are based in the interaction of arguments from a single theory, identifying which arguments are acceptable given
certain semantics, most of them based on Dung’s abstract argumentation system [6].
Due to the scarcity of practical work, we propose an approach to argumentation-based negotiation/interaction planning where the agents can plan the outcome of the negotiation/interaction and use this information to obtain advantages over other agents which do not possess such ability. In this work, we formalise methods in Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) [7] using JShop21 [8] to
specify problems of argumentation-based negotiation/interaction, where HTN
operators represent the performatives exchanged between the agents. Given some
assumptions, we can simulate the possible outcomes of such interactions.
In this work, we select the best plan among those found by the HTN planner;
Each interaction with the planner can return the following possibilities: (i) the
number of plans to obtain is passed as parameter (i.e., the planner stops the
search for plans after a given number of attempts, which is passed as parameter); or (ii) any number of plans found (i.e., all possible plans are returned).
This is an important characteristic of this work which is different from other
approaches because agents can request a number of different possible interactions (i.e., plans), and use the best among the returned plans. Further, they
can request a new round of planning with a larger number of interactions and
possibly obtain an event better plan. Yet, if the time to obtain the better plan
is too long, the agent can use a previously returned plan.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we present a
background of concepts and technologies used. Section 3 describes some related
work in argumentation-based negotiation/interaction and planning. Section 4
describes the development of the work, including the modelling of the domain
and problems, the adaptation of the planner to return the best plan, and the
problems we modelled to validate the implementation. In Section 5, we make
some final remarks and discuss possible directions for future work.
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Background

In this section we describe the main concepts and technologies involved in the
development of this work, explaining briefly Hierarchical Task Network, which
we use as planning formalism, and argumentation systems, which is the basis for
argumentation-based negotiation used as domain in this work.
1

Available at https://sourceforge.net/projects/shop/files/JSHOP2/.
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Hierarchical Task Network Planning

Classical planning refers generically to planning for restricted state-transition
systems. This class of planning problems is also referred to in the literature as
STRIPS planning, in reference to STRIPS (Stanford Research Institute Problem
Solver), an early planner for restricted state-transition systems [9]. Hierarchical
Task Network (HTN) [7] planning is like classical planning in that each state
of the world is represented by a set of atoms, and each action corresponds to
a deterministic state transition. However, HTN planners differ from classical
planners in what they plan for and how they plan for it.
In an HTN planner, the objective is not to achieve a set of goals but instead
to perform some set of tasks. The input to the planning system includes a set
of operators and also a set of methods, each of which is a prescription for how
to decompose some task into some set of subtasks (i.e., smaller tasks). Planning
proceeds by decomposing nonprimitive tasks recursively into smaller and smaller
subtasks, until primitive tasks that can be performed directly using the planning
operators are reached.
HTN planning can be described best by contrasting it with its predecessor,
STRIPS-style planning. The representations of the world and the actions in HTN
planning are very similar to those of STRIPS-style planning. Each state of the
world is represented by the set of atoms which are true in that state. Actions
correspond to state transitions, that is, each action is a partial mapping from a
set of states to other set of states. However, actions in HTN planning are usually
called primitive tasks or operators.
STRIPS-style planners search for a sequence of actions that brings the world
to a state that satisfies certain conditions (achieving goals). Planning proceeds by
finding operators that have the desired effects, and by asserting the preconditions
of those operators as subgoals. HTN planners search for plans that accomplish
task networks, and they plan via task decomposition and conflict resolution.
A task network is a collection of tasks that need to be carried out, together
with constraints on the order in which the tasks are to be carried out, the way
variables are instantiated, and what literals must be true before or after each
task is performed [10].
An HTN [7] planner generates a plan by successive refinements of tasks. Tasks
are either primitive (equivalent to actions in STRIPS planning) or compound
(abstract highlevel tasks). A HTN planner recursively decomposes compound
tasks by applying a set of methods until only primitive tasks remain. Methods
are elements of the domain knowledge that describe how a higher-level task can
be decomposed into more concrete tasks; they constrain the search space, helping
to improve the runtime efficiency of the planning algorithm.
2.2

Argumentation

“Argumentation can be seen as the principled interaction of different, potentially
conflicting arguments, for the sake of arriving at a consistent conclusion” [1].
Maudet et al. [1] state that argumentation in multi-agent systems has two main
lines of research:
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i. Autonomous agent reasoning, such as, belief revision and decision-making
under uncertainty;
ii. As a means for facilitating multi-agent interaction, because argumentation
naturally provides tools to design, implement, and analyse sophisticated
forms of interaction among rational agents.
In the communication/interaction strand, an inherent characteristic of multiagent systems is that agents need to communicate in order to achieve their
individual or collective goals. Agent communication with argumentation techniques allows agents to exchange arguments to justify their stance and to provide
reasons that defend their claims. The improvement on expressivity has many potential benefits, but it is often claimed that it should, in particular [1]:
– Make communication more efficient by allowing agents to reveal relevant
pieces of information when it is required during a conversation;
– Allow for a verifiable semantics based on the agents’ ability to justify their
claims (and not on private mental states); and
– Make protocols more flexible, by replacing traditional protocol-base regulation by more sophisticated mechanics based on commitments.
Generally, argumentation is treated abstractly, where the content of individual arguments is not relevant and an overall structure of the relations between
arguments is used instead. Abstract argumentation frameworks have their origins in [6], a seminal work that studied the acceptability of arguments. In [6], the
focus is on the attack relation between arguments, and the sets of arguments that
defend its members, representing the ones that, given a set of arguments, are
acceptable. The set of arguments that are mutually defensive, and thus cannot
be attacked is referred to as being admissible.
In argumentation theory, an argument is a pair (S, C), where S denotes
the Support and C denotes the Conclusion, meaning that C is supported by S.
Arguments can be defeated (a.k.a. attacked ) by other arguments. Defeat between
arguments can be of two types: rebut and undercut, as defined below.
Definition 1 (Rebut). Let (S1 , C1 ) and (S2 , C2 ) be two arguments. Argument
(S1 , C1 ) rebuts argument (S2 , C2 ) iff C1 is equivalent to the negation of C2 (i.e.,
C1 ≡ ¬C2 ).
Definition 2 (Undercut). Let (S1 , C1 ) and (S2 , C2 ) be two arguments. Argument (S1 , C1 ) undercuts argument (S2 , C2 ) iff C1 is equivalent to the negation
of a formula contained in S2 (i.e., ∃ϕ.ϕ ∈ S2 and C1 ≡ ¬ϕ).
An abstract argumentation framework is defined as a tuple hA, Ri with a
set of arguments (A) and a binary relation (R) that defines an attack relation
between the arguments.
The status of an argument depends on its justification state, whereby an
argument is justified if it survives the attacks (or has no argument attacking it,
or the set of argument defends it from the attacks) and it is rejected otherwise.
The formal methods that describe this evolution (whether an argument turns
out as justified or not) are called argumentation semantics.
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Related Work

In this section we describe some related work. The focus of this section is to
describe the main performatives used in argumentative dialogues and some of the
work on argumentation-based negotiation, planning, and resource reallocation.
3.1

Argumentative Dialogues

Argumentation-based negotiation is based on the exchange of proposals which
the agents believe are acceptable. The exchange of proposals takes place as a
dialogue between two or more agents. In an argumentative dialogue, the agents
trade propositions for which they have acceptable arguments, and accept proposition put forward by other agents if they find that the arguments are acceptable.
The locutions presented at each round and the way that they are exchanged define a formal dialogue game (a dialogue governed by a protocol) in which agents
engage [11, 12].
How that dialogue unfolds depends on the message exchanges (what messages
agents actually send and how they respond to the messages they receive). This
aspect of the dialogue is specified by a protocol (stating the allowed message
exchanges), and by some decision-making apparatus within the agent (the agent
strategy depends on the choices made by the agent through reasoning).
Some of the locutions/performatives commonly used in argumentative dialogues are found in work such as [11, 13, 12]. Also, the performatives listed below
were suggested by McBurney and Parsons [14] to be added to FIPA ACL [15]
as the performatives necessary to enable argumentation-based communication
between agents. The informal meaning of those performatives are as follows:
– assert: an agent that performs an assert utterance declares, to all participants of the dialogue, that it is committed to defend this claim. The receivers
of the message become aware of this commitment.
– accept: an agent that performs an accept utterance declares, to all participants of the dialogue, that it accepts the previous claim of another agent.
The receivers of the message become aware of this acceptance.
– retract: an agent that performs a retract utterance declares, to all participants of the dialogue, that it is no longer committed to defend its previous
claim. The receivers of the message become aware of this fact.
– question: an agent that performs a question utterance desires to know the
reasons for a previous claim from another agent. The receiver of the message
is committed to defend its claim, and presumably will provide the support
set for its previous claim.
– challenge: the challenge performative is similar to the question performative, except that the sender of the message is committed to defend a claim
contrary to the previous claim of another agent.
We use some of these performatives in our work, where their informal meaning
is used in the definitions of operators for the planning process.
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3.2

Planning and Argumentation-Based Negotiation

It has been shown that agents able to plan their action have better performance
than agents without this capability. An example in the literature is found in [16],
where argumentation-based negotiation is planned by agents before the beginning of the interactions with the other agents. There are two key aspects of the
approach used in [16]. First, the agents create their plans based on probabilities
using the information that they have about the environment and of other agents.
Second, the agents interact using appeals [17] (or, as defined in [18], explanatory arguments), threats, and promises of rewards [19–21]. Appeals are used to
justify a proposal; threats are used to warn about negative consequences in case
the counterpart does not accept a proposal; and rewards are used to promise
future rewards if the counterpart accepts the proposal. Our work differs in two
aspects. First, we do not use probabilities, rather the planner uses the information present in the agent belief base and the expected reaction of the other
agents. Second, we use more general interactions as defined in Section 3.1. In
our approach, agents can check which is the best plan to be used to achieve their
goals. We assume that agents are cooperative, differently from [16], and we use
the domain of argumentation-based negotiation over scarce system resources.
The domain of argumentation-based negotiation for reallocation of scarce
resources is well known in the literature and can be found in [22] and [23]. Both
papers assume scarce resources (the resources are unique) and that agents need
the resources to achieve their goals. In our work, we followed this line, i.e., we
are interested in systems where the agents need scarce resources to achieve their
goals. Further in [23], the authors make clear the benefit of exchanging additional
information during the negotiation, where the agents justify both the request for
a resource as well as when they refuse to provide the resource giving the reasons
for this. The work in [23] also assumes that agents are cooperatives, i.e., that
agents provide information which helps other agents to find the resources needed
or to find alternative courses of action, as in our work. Both [22] and [23] do not
use planning, but they demonstrate the expressivity of the resource reallocation
domain, which we also use in this paper.

4

HTN Formalisation

In this section, we describe the development of our work. We describe the domain
modelling, problem modelling, and the predicates used in both models. We also
describe the selection of the best plan and present some problems we modelled
to validate our implementation.
The domain chosen for modelling and the development of this work was the
reallocation of scarce resources, where the resources are unique and the agents
negotiate resources which they need to achieve their goals. Further, we assume
that agents are cooperative, so:
i. the agents in the system will always provide resources that they do not need
in order to achieve their own goals;
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ii. if an agent α requests a resource to an agent β who also needs this resource,
agent β will suggest a plan that can be used to achieve the goal with resources
that it does not need or that uses resources the agent α, who requested the
resource, already has (if it knows one such plan).
We represent the agent knowledge (beliefs) as a HTN problem, using predicates such as:
(hasPlan <agent> <plan>)
to represent an agent plan, where <agent> is the agent and <plan> is the plan
name (we use p1, p2 etc. to represent plan names).
4.1

Domain Modelling

The operations presented in Table 1 (which describes their meanings), were used
to model the domain. The cost of these operations may be amended using the
syntax for operators with costs shown below:
(: operator (! < operator_name > < parameters ... >)
( < precondition >)
( < delete list >)
( < add list >)
< cost >
)

In the operator model with cost, as usual, the operator has a name, parameters, preconditions, deleted predicates, added predicates, and it is possible to
assign a cost which is added to the total cost of the plan that uses this operator.
Table 1. Operators used in domain modelling.
Operator
!achieve goal
!obtain resource
!assert
!justif y
!question
!inf orm plan

Meaning
achieves the goal
obtains a resource
makes an assertion
justifies an assertion
questions a previous assertion
inform a plan

In addition to operators, an HTN planning domain has methods that decompose non-primitive tasks into more refined tasks.
• Method Achieve: the achieve method has two parameters, being the root
method in the plan decomposition. The parameters are the agent and the
goal which the agent wishes to achieve. The achieve method checks the plans
of the agent that can be use to achieve the goal, and decomposes itself into
the execute plan method recursively applied to all suitable plans.
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(: method ( achieve ? agent ? goal )
(( agent ? agent ) ( goal ? goal ) ( hasPlan ? agent ? plan )
( achievedBy ? goal ? plan ) ( plan ? plan ) )
(( execute_plan ? agent ? plan ? goal ) )
)

• Method execute plan: the method execute plan has three options for decomposition (i.e., contexts), according with its preconditions:
i. First is when the agent has all necessary resources to execute the plan to
achieve its goal; in this case, the method is decomposed into the operator
!achieve goal because the agent is able to achieve its goal.
(: method ( execute_plan ? agent ? plan ? goal )
( forall (? r ) (( resource ? r ) ( need ? plan ? r ) )
( has ? agent ? r ) )
((! achieve_goal ? agent ? plan ? goal ) )
)

ii. Second is when the agent does not have the resources to execute its plan,
but it knows who has such resources.
(: method ( execute_plan ? agent ? plan ? goal )
(( need ? plan ? r ) ( resource ? r ) ( not ( has ? agent ? r ) )
( believe_has ? agent ? agent1 ? r ) )
((! assert ? agent ? agent1 ? r )
(! justify ? agent ? agent1 ? r ? goal ? plan )
( request_resource ? agent ? agent1 ? r ? goal )
( achieve ? agent ? goal ) )
)

this method is decomposed into:
– !assert: the agent α informs agent β (who has the resource) that it
needs the resource;
– !justif y: the agent justifies the need for a resource, stating that
the resource is to achieve a certain goal through the execution of a
specific plan;
– request resource: the agent requests the resource to an agent that
it believes to have the resource;
– achieve: a recursive call to the root method.
iii. The third option is when the agent does not have the resources that it
needs to execute the plan, and does not know who has them. The plan
is decomposed into the !question operation that will be used to seek
information about who has the resource (it is important to note that
question refers to question who has the resource needed, and not the
question performative presented in Section 3.1), and then the method
achieve is called recursively.
(: method ( execute_plan ? agent ? plan ? goal )
(( need ? plan ? r ) ( resource ? r )
( not ( has ? agent ? r ) )
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( not ( believe_has ? agent ? agent1 ? r ) ) )
((! question ? agent ? agent1 ? r )
( achieve ? agent ? goal ) )
)

• Method request resource: the method request resource can be decomposed into two different flows:
(: method ( request_resource ? agent ? agent1 ? r ? goal )
(( not (( hasGoal ? agent1 ? goal2 )
( achievedBy ? goal2 ? plan2 )
( need ? plan2 ? r ) ) ) )
((! obtain_resource ? agent ? agent1 ? r ? goal ) )
)
(: method ( request_resource ? agent ? agent1 ? r ? goal )
(( hasGoal ? agent1 ? goal2 ) ( achievedBy ? goal2 ? plan2 )
( hasPlan ? agent1 ? plan2 ) ( need ? plan2 ? r )
( hasPlan ? agent1 ? plan3 ) ( achievedBy ? goal ? plan3 )
( not ( hasGoal ? agent1 ? goal ) )
( not ( hasPlan ? agent ? plan3 ) ) )
(( sugest_plan ? agent1 ? agent ? plan3 ? goal ) )
)

i. The first flow is when the agent for which the resource was requested
does not need that resource, then the method is decomposed into the
operator !obtain resource, which is the method to actually obtain the
resource.
ii. The second option is when the resource is necessary for the agent that
is being requested: then the agent will not provide the resource, but it
can suggest another plan it knows which achieves the same goal and
needs resources it can supply or the requesting agent itself has. This
latter method is decomposed into the sugest plan method (shown below)
which, in turn, is decomposed into the !inform plan operator, which
informs the agent a new plan to achieve its goal.
(: method ( sugest_plan ? agent2 ? agent1 ? plan ? goal )
( forall (? r ) (( resource ? r ) ( need ? plan ? r ) )
( or ( has ? agent1 ? r )
(( has ? agent2 ? r ) ( not (( hasGoal ? agent2 ? goal2 )
( achievedBy ? goal2 ? plan ) ( need ? plan ? r ) ) ) ) ) )
((! inform_plan ? agent2 ? agent1 ? plan ? goal ) )
)

The possible planning flows created by the planner is shown in graph presented in Figure 1, where oval shapes represent methods and quadrangular
shapes represent operators. The !achieve operator is represented in green because it is the planning goal.
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Fig. 1. Graph representing the possible planning flows.

4.2

Problem Modelling

The modelling of the problems was based on the description of beliefs, goals and
resources that each agent has in the system, as well as information (beliefs) that
agents have about the others agents.
To representation of beliefs and goals of the agents in modelling of planning
problems we use predicates, for example, assuming that an agent ag has a certain
goal goal1, the predicate that represent this idea is defined as (hasGoal ag goal1).
The predicates used in problem modelling are presented in Table 2 along
with their meaning.
Other predicates that represent agent knowledge are used during planning,
and are not described here in the problem modelling because they are related
to information acquired by agents during the interaction. An example of such
predicates is (believe has ag1 ag2 r), where ag1 is the agent which believes that
agent ag2 has the resource r (this information is acquired through the question
operator).
In all problems we modelled to be used as experiments, the predicates presented in Table 2 were used in the definition of the initial state to assign tasks
to be performed by agents; in our experiments, the task is always to achieve
particular goals.
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Table 2. Predicates used in modelling the planning problems.
Predicates
(agent ag)
(plan p)
(resource r)
(goal g)
(has ag r)
(hasP lan ag p)
(hasGoal ag g)
(achievedBy g p)
(need p r)

4.3

Meaning
ag is an agent
p is a plan
r is a resource
g is a goal
agent ag has resource r
agent ag has plan p
agent ag has goal g
goal g is achieved by plan p
plan p needs resource r to be executed

Selecting the Best Plan

As part of this work, we select the best plan from the list returned by the planner.
This list has a number of plans (equal to the number passed as parameter at
runtime or as many plans as could be found), each with a cost associated with
it.
The cost of plans regards the operators that were executed to perform the
plan; by default the planner assigns the value 1 (“one”) for each operator that
is required to complete the plan, for example, if five operations with the default
value are part of the plan’s course of action, then the cost of that plan is five. The
operator values can be changed, which is done by altering the last parameter in
the description of operators in the domain specification.
In our approach, it is possible to request the planner to try to generate
thousands of plans, then only the lowest-cost plan will be selected.
4.4

Modeled Problems

Among the problems we modelled in HTN for testing our domain, we present
two examples which are interesting because they cover most of the modelled
domain.
The first model relates to a Multi-Agent System with four agents (ag1 , ag2 ,
ag3 , and ag4 ). The resources are distributed as follows:
–
–
–
–

Agent
Agent
Agent
Agent

ag1
ag2
ag3
ag4

has
has
has
has

no resource;
resource r2 ;
resources r1 and r3 ;
resource r4 .

Agent ag1 needs to achieve goal g1 , which can be achieved by plans p1 or
p2 . Plan p1 needs resources r1 , r2 and r3 to be used in order to achieve the
goal. Performing plan p2 requires only resource r4 for the goal to be achieved.
In this first example, only agent ag1 has a goal, so the other agents provide the
resources that will be requested (in accordance with the assumed cooperative
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behaviour). As the planner takes into account the order in which the predicates
are described in the modelling of the problem, it can provide a plan that is not
the best for the agent if the number of plans to be returned is not enough to
find it.
Outputs 1.1 and 1.2 show the results of two executions of the first proposed
model. Output 1.1 presents the plan found by the planner with a parameter
to generate only 5 plans, and Output 1.2 shows the plan found by the planner
with parameter 5000; in the latter experiment, 2290 plans were found, which
means that all plans were returned, so the best overall plan is guaranteed to be
included. Both executions are for the same domain and the same problem, which
makes it clear the importance of our online approach which both allows for an
immediate response but also provides optimal solutions in the long run.
Output 1.1. First problem, execution 1.
5 plans found !
Best Plan -> Plan cost : 25.0
(! question ag1 ag3 r1 )
(! assert ag1 ag3 r1 g1 )
(! justify ag1 ag3 r1 g1 )
(! obtain_resource ag1 ag3 r1 g1 )
(! question ag1 ag2 r2 )
(! assert ag1 ag2 r2 g1 )
(! justify ag1 ag2 r2 g1 )
(! obtain_resource ag1 ag2 r2 g1 )
(! question ag1 ag3 r3 )
(! assert ag1 ag3 r3 g1 )
(! justify ag1 ag3 r3 g1 )
(! obtain_resource ag1 ag3 r3 g1 )
(! achieve_goal ag1 p1 g1 )
Output 1.2. First problem, execution 2.
2290 plans found !
Best Plan -> Plan cost : 4.0
(! assert ag1 ag4 r4 g1 )
(! justify ag1 ag4 r4 g1 )
(! obtain_resource ag1 ag4 r4 g1 )
(! achieve_goal ag1 p2 g1 )

The second problem explores the situation where an agent is asked to provide
a resource that it needs and, in this case, it offers an alternative plan to achieve
the goal of the requesting agent. To model this problem, we used four agents
and four resources, as in the first problem. Now agent ag2 has also a goal that
requires resource r3 and agent ag1 has a goal that needs resources r1 , r2 , and
r3 . The agent ag2 has the resource r3 , so it can achieve its goal. In this example,
if another agent request the resource r3 , the agent ag2 will deny the request
because the resource is necessary to achieve its goal.
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As agent ag2 is cooperative, it tries to find an alternative plan for agent ag1 ,
who requested a resource that ag2 needs to achieve its goal. In this case, there is
the plan p2 that needs resource r4 that agent ag2 has and does not need, therefore
the agent informs to agent ag1 about this plan and agent ag1 can perform the
process to obtain the resource and then achieve its goal.
Output 1.3. Execution of the second problem.
21 plans found !
Best Plan -> Plan cost : 17.0
(! question ag1 ag2 r2 )
(! assert ag1 ag2 r2 g1 )
(! justify ag1 ag2 r2 g1 )
(! inform_plan ag2 ag1 p2 g1 )
(! question ag1 ag2 r4 )
(! assert ag1 ag2 r4 g1 )
(! justify ag1 ag2 r4 g1 )
(! obtain_resource ag1 ag2 r4 g1 )
(! achieve_goal ag1 p2 g1 )

The result of this implementation shows that the agent tries to obtain the
resource and when faced with a new plan p2 to achieve that goal, ends up
adopting plan p2 because it is the better option (lower cost and all resources are
available).

5

Conclusion

In this work, we modelled negotiation over resources based on argumentation
as planning domain, so that agents can plan the interactions needed to achieve
their goals. In our approach, agents can use justifications for requesting resources,
allowing agents to (cooperatively) offer alternative plans to achieve the same goal
with different resources that can be supplied or are already in possession of the
agent that wants to achieve that goal.
In addition, our method selects the best plan among those found by the HTN
planner, based on the plan costs, and this is the plan that an agent will typically
use. Furthermore, the agent might allow the planner to produce a larger quantity of plans, if more time becomes available for a particular negotiation. We also
used different costs on operators; for example the plan with !question initially
appeared good but ended up being more costly and thus not selected. We argue
that this improves the capabilities of agents, which allows the agents to predict the outcome of argumentation-based negotiation/interaction in cooperative
environments and with that select the best strategy for itself.
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